AALTEN SHALL BE A COASTAL PLACE
We have received a Word from the Lord. On the 26th of February 2006, the following came to us:

“Aalten shall be a coastal place in My Kingdom”......

Aalten is a town, situated in the eastern part of the Netherlands, called “the Achterhoek”, nearby the
German border. When this place becomes a coastal place, then we all can draw our conclusions: The
Netherlands as we know her now, shall be no more...
I repeat: this town which is known by the name “Aalten” shall become a coastal place….
After this Word was shared for the first time on October the 7th, 2009, one of us received a perception
and understanding (10th of October 2009), wherein was revealed that these waters over the
Netherlands would be caused by a great earthquake in the area of Iceland. This brother did not know
that through Iceland runs an important fault line.
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In the meantime the reader has probably taken note
of the remarkable recent developments in Iceland,
where since the 20th of March 2010, but especially
since the 14th of April 2010, the volcano
Eyjafjallajökull has become active. We expect that
these seismological activities in Iceland will
eventually (not immediately) find their climax in that
great calamity through the which Aalten will become
a coastal place. The Lord seems to confirm this word
with these signs.

In the light of the geographical situation we have to point
out here that the town of Aalten is situated just at the
beginning of the so-called “East-Dutch Plateau” (“OostNederlands Plateau”).

Aalten

Aalten lies at the border of an elevation and everything west
of this plateau is considerably lower.
We had no
knowledge of this when the Word came to us in February
2006.

Aalten

The Netherlands is a nation planted by JHWH for His Own
purposes. She was born, so to speak, in the battle against the
suppressive Roman Catholic power (during the 16th century
Protestant Reformation) and in her was for a long period of time
the Bible presented as God’s Word and Jesus declared to be the
Saviour of mankind. Also in her, many of the persecuted (from
Israeli origin or other groups with a different mindset) found a safe
haven where they could build up an existence without being
persecuted and murdered for their faith and conscience. This day
though, the God and Messiah of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob has
been cast out of this nation and the general cry is being heard:
“There is no God”, and: “What have we to do with God?” “What
use is it to serve Him?” “We do not need a Saviour and we will
do what is good in our eyes”.

The Netherlands without dikes (at a
normal sea-level, without exceptional
waves) Source: KNMI

The fairly well-known and high-minded statement: “God created the Earth, but the Dutch created the
Netherlands”, will NOT stand in that Day wherein God will judge this lie.
Also the Church in the Netherlands is in sin. She has departed far from the apostolic pattern; she
compromises with the world, human philosophies and with the antichristian Roman Catholic
institution. Besides, more and more believers turn themselves against the people and the land of Israel
with all its consequences. The Church in the Netherlands (excepting a few) has, generally speaking,
ceased to witness as light beacons of the Kingdom of Heaven. She is no longer the salt of the earth.
The Netherlands has become corrupted, and this corruption began in the Church.
We are living in the time of the return of Yeshua and He will make a complete end to all the nations in
preparation of the earth for the coming of His Eternal Kingdom (see Jeremiah 30:11). The nation of
the Netherlands as we presently know her, shall soon be no more. The new coastline shall be at the
town “Aalten”. The Netherlands has ceased to exist…
The following is the rest of the prophetic word (some parts have been left out):

Word of the Lord coming to Karin Houwers on Sunday 26th of February 2006
We [Robert Seales, Prue Seales, Channah Foong and Karin Houwers] were on the Island of Rhodes
(Greece), in a place called Lindos during the winter of 2005-2006. Here we used to go outside and
pray. Karin took along an empty notebook that day and in that notebook there were some maps: of the
world, Greece and Europe…. Then the Lord began to speak:
“Look at the map.” I asked which one; and I looked at the map of Europe, eyes being drawn to
Holland. “Look at Holland and your place of birth, Aalten…… Turn the map upside
down……”[which I did] “Aalten shall be a coastal place in My Kingdom” [I was startled].
“Aalten shall be a coastal place…. Things in My kingdom shall not be as the things as they now
appear. I do indeed make a new order of things. I make My Home in accordance with My liking.
Aalten shall be a coastal place.
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“I change many coast lines, I change many borders, I even move whole continents in accordance with
My liking. I move islands, I move waters, I change the meandering of the rivers, and either increase
or decrease the lakes. I cast up mountains and throw some down, as I wish. I redesign My House. I
am pleased with it to do so. This is My privilege. The first thing I do when I arrive in Jerusalem, is to
change the landscape of that place, in accordance with My Word. As it is with Jerusalem, so shall it
be with the remaining of the earth. I change landscapes dramatically. I renew it. I alter it. I redesign
it, in accordance with My liking.”
“Therefore I say unto you. Aalten shall be a coastal place. This surprises you. I shall yet come with
more surprises. The distance between Jerusalem and the sea shall not be so great as it is now. The
North pole shall not be as cold as it is now, neither shall the south pole lay in such ice as it is now. I
change the garment of the earth… A beautiful garment I have for her, and it shall be very different
than the garment she is wearing today.”
“Some parts shall increase in landmass, others shall decrease. Some parts shall know many animals,
others shall know less. Some parts shall have more light than other parts. I do all these things and I
shall take pleasure in it.”
“Jerusalem shall be the highest, by reason of the King; and yet it shall not be a mountain as such. I
know you do not understand this, but I do all these things in accordance with My law.”
“I change the landscape. My princes and princesses, who have been the scum of the earth, trampled
upon by the rulers of this world, shall reign with Me. I change the order of things. I am delighted to
do this. I shall honour Myself through this.”
“Therefore the earth shall lie in order and peace; each and everyone in its place, while I am in My rest
in Jerusalem, amongst My People, amongst My Beloved, My precious ones.”
“When I bring My Kingdom to the earth, all shall be altered and reshaped. All things shall be turned
and shaken and altered into the fashion of My liking. The heavens, and the earth, and the sea, and all
therein shall change their garments.”
“While My People are trampled upon and scorned and mocked by the spirits of the world, I shall turn
things around and upside down in My Kingdom. I shall order it thus. It delights Me to do these
things, for I love judgments.”
“Therefore I say again unto you; rejoice, My Beloved ones, rejoice! Great and wondrous is the future
in My Kingdom. Never belittle or underestimate the joy that is before you; the beauty of your
inheritance. Surely the sufferings of today are nothing compared with the glory that shall be revealed
in you soon. Be strong therefore, My Beloved ones. Be strong. Set your face as a flint and march on
to the end destination of the life in this world; a new order of things where you shall reign with Me.
My love is with thee, My strength is with thee, My will is with thee. Fear nothing, only be strong and
courageous and take possession of the good land!”
End.
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On the night of Thursday the 18th of February 2010, the following dream came:
The information was given that the waters were coming over the Netherlands. The people panicked. I
saw myself going to Winterswijk (a town close to the German border, situated North-East of Aalten),
and there they did not know yet that the waves had come. When they heard this, they also panicked,
but I said to them: do not be concerned, the waters will not reach here... I think I remember that the
people in the dream were sitting at tables on a terrace when they heard about this message. I said to
them: look behind you! And there was the coastal line in the distance, having the following shape:

In the dream the coastline and the waters were exceptional, almost indescribable beautiful. Not like
the Northsea looks now, but bright and sparkling blue.
I also remember that the water came very close, at my feet (in Aalten). I saw the waters splashing at
my feet.
End.

In night of the 3rd of May 2010 the following dream came:
I saw myself in a very high building, like a skyscraper. There were many people in this building. The
message came that a big wave, “a tsunami” is coming. The people in the building panicked and
wanted to go to the roof. In the dream I understood that there was no safe place in the building, except
on the roof of the building. There was only one way to get there; with the elevator and with special
permission. Not everyone had access to the elevator. In front of the elevator were “men” with a sober
and serious face. They determined who was allowed into the elevator, and who was not. I saw myself
in front of the elevator and I was wearing a blue and white striped blouse. One of the “watchmen”
(the men in front of the elevator) looked at me, pointed at me, and I received immediate access to the
elevator. Channah (also a Christian) was with me, and she also was wearing a blue and white striped
blouse, but a slightly different one. In the elevator I understood that the blue with white striped blouse
had given us access to the elevator. I received the conviction that I should warn others, and that I
should let them know that only the wearing of a blue and white shirt would give entrance to the
elevator. I called one of the Christian brothers to warn him, without me revealing my identity.
Then I heard one watchman saying to another watchman: “Give her a warm coat, for underneath her
blouse.” The man/watchman who gave me the coat was from Aalten. This coat kept me warm on the
roof of the high building.
Once on the top of the roof I saw the mega-wave coming. This wave was fearfully high! The water
flooded all of the building, except the roof. The water reached as high as my chest. Everything was
under water, except the heads of the people on the roof.
End.
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I think the high building represents the Dutch society/nation. Only those who have put their trust in
Yeshua the Saviour and have been sanctified and made ready (= symbolic the blue and white blouse)
by Him for His return, will survive the coming calamities. I saw myself and others warning how to
prepare for this access to the “elevator” which took us to that safe, high place. The waters will cover
the greatest part of the Netherlands. The “warm coat” refers possibly to the things we undertake here
in Aalten under the Lord’s directions: the physical and spiritual preparations for this visitation to the
nation of the Netherlands..

“He that hath an ear, let him hear”…
We can imagine that some of you have some questions or remarks concerning these words. You can
contact us via our email: watchmen_min@hotmail.com or visit us in Aalten for further explanations
and conversations.
Our website (yet under construction) is: www.watchmanwhatofthenight.com
[This Word was first spread through the Netherlands on the 7th of June 2010]
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